Tomahawk segmentation policy

0.0

General Points

The Tomahawk is a title with a great deal of illustration and we are lucky enough to
have some rare advertising wrappers present for part of the journal’s run. It should
be noted that the three films which you have digitised come from different
collections which overlap somewhat. These will need to be edited together before
segmentation work starts so that you do not unnecessarily duplicate your work. We
will detail how this should be done as part of our QA of the PDFs which is currently
in progress.
Note that in the accompanying marked-up PDFs items are marked with coloured
boxes and department headers are marked with black boxes. There are four
accompanying PDFs. The 1870 number has wrappers and should be consulted first.
The 1869 number is the Tomahawk annual almanac. The 1868 number and annual
index of the Tomahawk and the 1867 number is a preface. Together these PDFs
demonstrate how operators should deal this the variety of content types that the
Tomahawk contains.
1.0

Items

Items can be recognized by horizontal rules. These can be in a variety of formats
including:

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8
Just as in the Leader and Publishers’ Circular, the advertisements complicate this
rule as they often use horizontal lines within themselves. Advertisements are
divided by a horizontal line all the way across the column as in 1.8 above.
The small line in 1.6 is used to mark the division between items. However, it is also
commonly used to underline a heading. When it appears under a heading (e.g. 1.2,
1.3, 1.4) it should be ignored.

2.0

Departments

2.1
Department headers are any header which appears at the top of a column and
is followed by a small line, or any header which is preceded by a double line and
followed by a small line see 2.1 and 2.2 below.
This is the department header
and should appear in the ToC.

This is the item within “Where
Are Our Soldiers?” Notice it is
separated from the department
heading by a line.

2.1

“Where Are Our Soldiers?” is a department header here, and should be segmented
as shown so that it can appear in the ToC. The department is “Blood for the
Million” (see below)

2.2

There are some departments which begin at the top of a column and are thus
not preceded by a double line:

This is the department header
and should appear in the ToC.

This is the item within “Blood
for the Million” Notice it is
separated from the department
heading by a line.

“Blood for the Million” is a department header here, and should be segmented as shown so
that it can appear in the ToC.
2.3 The only significant exception to this is a department called ‘The Week’ which always
appears after a picture of a tomahawk (see below).

A picture of a tomahawk which almost
always precedes the department called
‘Thee Week’. Where the Tomahawk is not
present operators should look out for the
date line below.

This is the department header
and should appear in the ToC.

This is the item within “The
Week” Notice it is separated
from the department heading by
a line.

3.0 Advertisements
3.1 Advertisements are normally gathered together in wrappers where present.
Given that Olive operators can recognise adverts well we assume it will be to create
a department called ‘Advertisements’ (either with text or a snippet of the first
advertisement) in the TOC whenever they see a wrapper like this:

3.2 Sometimes adverts also occur in the main part of the journal- usually on the last
page. They resemble the pages above in 3.1 but might also look like this:

Such pages can often be determined by their unusual layout or typography and the
fact that they often depart from the usual two column layout of the Tomahawk.
4.0 Problems
The Tomahawk one of the best structured of our titles and the segmentation policy is
quite straightforward. The only issue which should be noted is that the Tomahawk
contains a number of different types of content which exhibit variations in
appearance and content. These are advertising wrappers (see above), volume
frontispieces and prefaces, an index and an annual almanac issued as a supplement
to the numbers. The sample PDFs sent with the segmentation policy give examples
of each of these types of content and how they should be segmented.
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